Notes:
1: The square labeled ‘start’ will be painted blue with acrylic paint onto the course.
2: This white solid line will be made out of white electrical tape.
3: The red apple will be a red block prefabricated and purchased. The red block sits on the course.
4: All white-dashed lines on this course is made out of blue electrical tape.
[A,B,C,D,E]: Yellow squares A, B, C, D, and E will be painted yellow with acrylic paint onto the course.
6: Block with Merida’s Picture on it prefabricated and purchased. This block will sit on the course.
7: Base of the course will be painted black and made of MDF. The black paint will be of high gloss.
8: The track will be made out of MDF. The track will be painted with yellow acrylic paint.
9: Rapunzel’s comb will be a brown block prefabricated and purchased.
10: The supports for the ramp will be made out of 2x4 lumber cut per dimension of the working drawing.
11: The maze barriers will be made of MDF. The maze barriers will be painted with yellow acrylic paint.
12: Checkpoints 1 will be a thin line of white chalk.
13: Checkpoints 2 will be a thin line of white chalk.
14: Checkpoints 3 will be a thin line of white chalk.
15: Checkpoints 4 will be a thin line of white chalk.
16: Jasmine’s genie lamp is a green block prefabricated and purchased. This green block will sit on the course.